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CS-281WES
Rear Handle Chainsaw
Lightweight chainsaw with increased power over its predecessor, 
the CS-280WES. A compact and highly manoeuvrable saw.

Displacement Dry  
weight* Output Fuel Tank 

Capacity
Oil Tank 
Capacity Guide Bar Length Saw Chain 

Pitch Gauge

26.9cc 3.1kg 1.09kW 0.24 litres 0.16 litres 25/30cm (10/12") 3/8" 0.050"

* without guide bar and chain

cm2/min

Cutting performance
on logs

CS-281WESCS-280WES

24%

CS-280WES CS-281WES

Engine displacement 26.9cc  26.9cc

Output 0.94kW 1.09kW

kW

RPM

Power in operation

CS-281WES

CS-280WES

TOOL-LESS AIR 
FILTER COVER

INERTIA-TYPE 
CHAIN BRAKE



FEATURES BENEFITS

Premium grade ECHO engine  Increased performance / extended product life / less downtime

G-Force engine air pre-cleaner  For reduced air filter maintenance

Vibration reduction system  For operator comfort

ES starting system  Minimum effort required to start the machine / faster starting

Lightweight and slim body  For manoeuvrability and easy cutting

Digital C.D.I.  Gives smooth, quick acceleration and stable idle

Side access chain tensioner  Allows easy chain adjustment

Automatic clutch-driven oiler  Keeps the chain lubricated

Tool-less air filter cover  For easy air filter access, even when wearing gloves

Inertia-type chain brake  For safety

Stage 2 low emissions compliant  Reduced exhaust emissions

Use ECHO products with 
ECHO's own high quality 
blend oils, for maximum 
performance
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ECHO's bar and chain 
oil provides excellent 

lubrication and 
ensures a smoothly 

performing chain

 CATEGORY

 Rear Handle Chainsaw

 APPLICATION

 Hobby and logging

 TARGET CUSTOMER

 Homeowner

 Commercial operator

 Prosumer

 Local authority

CS-281WES 
PROFILE

EXTENSIVE WARRANTY
ECHO power tools come with a five year domestic warranty or a  

two year warranty in professional use. For the domestic user there is the 
total reassurance of using equipment designed and built for professionals, 

and a five year warranty offers even greater peace of mind  
(Registration of ECHO products and servicing are necessary to validate the warranty)


